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Preface

Since man began to dream of machines that could automate not only the more
mundane and laborious tasks of everyday life, but that could also improve some
of the more agreeable aspects, he has turned to nature for inspiration. This
inspiration has taken all sorts of forms, with inventors producing everything
from Icarus-like, bird-inspired flying machines to robots based on some of the
more mechanically useful human appendages.
Another inspiration that can be taken from nature is to employ its tools, rather
than necessarily employing its products. In this way, the field of evolutionary
computation has taken stock of the power of evolution, and applied it, albeit
at a very coarse level, to problem solving. Genetic Programming, a powerful
incarnation of evolutionary computation uses the artificial evolutionary process
to automatically generate programs. The adoption of evolution to automatic
generation of programs represents one of the most promising approaches to that
holy grail of computer science, automatic programming, that is, a computer that
can automatically generate a program from scratch given a high-level problem
description.
Research in Genetic Programming has explored a number of program representations beyond the original Lisp S-expression syntax trees, and some of the
more powerful of these incorporate a developmental strategy that transforms an
embryonic state into a fully fledged adult program.
The form of Genetic Programming presented in this book, Grammatical
Evolution, delves further into nature's processes at a molecular level, embracing
the developmental approach, and drawing upon a number ofprinciples that allow
an abstract representation of a program to be evolved.
This abstraction enables firstly, a separation of the search and solution spaces
that allow the EA search engine to be a plug-in component of the system,
facilitating the exploitation of advances in EAs by GE. Secondly, this allows
the evolution of programs in an arbitrary language with the representation of a
program's syntax in the form of a grammar definition.
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Thirdly, the existence of a degenerate genetic code is enabled, giving a manyto-one mapping, that allows the exploitation of neutral evolution to enhance the
search efficiency of the EA. Fourthly, we can adopt the use of a wrapping
operator that allows the reuse of genetic material during a genotype-phenotype
mapping process.
This book is partly based on the Ph.D. thesis of Michael O'Neill, and reports a
number of new directions in Grammatical Evolution research that are been conducted both within the confines of the University of Limerick's BiocomputingDevelopmental Systems Centre where the book's authors reside, and also developments that are occurring through collaborations around the globe.

M.

O'NEILL

& C.

RYAN

Foreword

This book is based on the PhD thesis of Michael O'Neill, but is written in a
very accessible language intended for a wider audience. The authors succeed to
elucidate aspects of Genetic Programming that have hitherto not been examined
in such detail.
Genetic Programming (GP) was first applied seriously in expression trees of
LISP-like program structures. I do not rule out the possibility that these first
steps were due to the clean nature of LISP and its derivatives which made it
possible to focus attention on the mechanical problem of getting evolution to
go, instead of being forced to constantly observe the behavior of the underlying
representation.
After the formalization of grammars through Chomsky, both the Linguistics
and the Computer Science community have taken advantage of the new tools.
Notably Computer Science was able to exploit Chomsky's formalism for the
systematic generation of a multitude of computer languages that since populate
our machines. Up to this day it is a key activity of Computer Scientists to invent
new languages. It is thus very natural to ask whether Genetic Programming
which intends to apply artificial evolution to the determination of computer
behavior would not be best used in the realm of those structures and rules
which make up computer programs.
Once it was shown that GP is possible in principle, a variety of representations
appeared which exploited different aspects of the paradigm. Among these were
grammars and linear strings of code. Both aspects are an active area of research
in Evolutionary Computation. The use of grammatical structures for GP has
recently gained much prominence through the work of the authors. In a variety
of applications O'Neill and Ryan show convincing evidence that Grammatical
Evolution, GE as it is abbreviated, is a lively branch of Genetic Programming.
In the distinctive words of the authors, with grammars "one is effectively
using the weapon of the enemy against them". Complexity of behavior is
approached from a perspective of building it up from simple rules, much as the
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complexity of meaning is built up from the use of grammars in natural language.
At the heart of GE lies the fact that genes are only used to determine which
rule is applied when, not what the rules are. Those are fixed beforehand as the
grammar and provide the environment from which genes choose their "words".
Other important aspects of this work are development and linearity of code.
By development in Grammatical Evolution, the process of constructing the
phenotype is meant, a process strictly under control of the chosen (arbitrary)
grammar. Linearity is an aspect of GE analogous to what is found in natural
evolutionary systems. Instead of nucleotides, the linear sequence of genotypes
is written in simple bit patterns which are interpreted appropriately. The process
generates a number of phenomena also found in natural evolution, for instance
the appearance (and productive use) of neutral code.
In my mind, we are just at the beginning of a thorough exploration of possibilities for artificial evolution through these processes. A great deal of Terra
Incognita lies before us and is waiting to be explored. "Grammatical Evolution"
is an important contribution to this undertaking. I am very glad that this book,
written by two specialists, Michael O'Neill and Conor Ryan, has appeared.
Wolfgang Banzhaf

To John & Jane, and
Grainne
Michael

To Katy, my favourite
distraction
Conor
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